Biomechanical justification of the choice of optimum mode for passing the individual pursuit race
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Abstract
Purpose: biomechanical justification of the choice of optimum mode of passing competitive distance of 4 km individual pursuit on track.
Material: The qualified cyclists (n=14) participated in researches. The modified stationary cycle “Monark” was used. Cyclists performed work in two modes – “A” and “B”.
Results: The mode “B” is physiologically more favorable. The mode “B” should be considered as a model of passing a distance in preliminary races of individual pursuit. Work in the mode “A” demands terminal mobilization of organism functions. Work in the mode “A” is more effective in the achievement of sports result. It can be used only once in the final race of competitions.
Conclusions: The received data should be considered as a demonstration of specific features of passing a distance in the competitive modes. The tactical variant of competitive program creation is defined by the individual functional state.
Keywords: bicycle sport, biomechanics, electromyography, tactics.

Introduction
Recently the considerable attention of experts is paid on the development of the optimum structure of athletes’ competitive activity. The functionality of the person is fully realized in the competitive exercise by means of sports result [1-3]. The sports result is a systemically important factor which provides selection and degree of involvement in certain components. The research of structure of competitive activity concerns the number of issues of increase in efficiency of the technology of cover a distance. It also allows creating models of optimal technical and tactical variant of conducting a race [4].

In the analysis of competitive activity features are used the approach which consists in the evaluation of the efficiency of covering a certain part of a distance [5, 6]. Their duration is caused by the length of a distance and dimensions of the sports construction. In this approach, the efficiency of covering a certain part of a distance is completely ignored. The speed of distance at the same time becomes predominating.

Majority of researches conditionally distinguish starting, distant and finishing parts in the structure of competitive activity [7, 8]. It reflects the result of the most external demonstrations of muscular activity of cyclists. Certain parameters of the athlete organism functioning during cover a competitive distance are connected with sports result. The sports result is set of the interconnected and independent components of competitive activity [9, 10]. Every component is defined by various motor qualities, abilities, and functional mechanisms.

Such method terminates search of the main regularities of process optimization of sports improvement. The new approach is studying of sports result structure from system positions [11]. This approach presupposes to consider the result as a reflection of complex activity of the vital systems of athlete’s organism. Studying of structure competitive activity of highly-qualified athletes from this point of view allows getting more deeply into the structure of sports result [12, 13].

The athletic technique is one of the factors which terminate sports result [14]. It is observed the considerable variability of separate elements of motor actions’ structure of cyclists in equal working effect. It is defined quantitative and qualitative changes in physical actions structure of cyclists influenced by the set of factors [15]. These factors define external and internal conditions of realization the motor potential of athletes in the course of competitive activity. Winners of top competitions which demand sports endurance don’t decrease the speed at the end of a distance and increase it under the condition of the increasing exhaustion [16]. At the same time, the technology of the main sports motor action is significantly changed [17, 18]. However, there is a question: what factors influence on the maintenance of high distance speed in the exhaustion state? [19].

The development of biomechanical prerequisites of optimization of competitive activity structure is important [12, 20, 21]. This problem consists of a wide range of questions. These questions are connected with a search of regularities of demonstration the individual adaptive reactions in the system of motor actions [22]. The differentiated nature of their demonstration depends on the structural features of various physical qualities development [23, 24].

The search of regularities of demonstration the adaptive reorganizations in the system of motor actions will promote the increase in efficiency of cyclists’ technical training process. At the same time are considered: specific
features, level of readiness, specifics of competitive activity structure.

The research hypothesis is the following: it was presupposed that the biomechanical and electromyographic analysis of cyclists pedalling technique in 4 km individual pursuit race allow setting the most optimum mode of passing a distance.

The purpose of the research is biomechanical reasons of the choice of optimum mode of passing competitive distance of 4 km individual pursuit on track.

**Material and methods**

*Participants.* The qualified cyclists (n=14) participated in researches. In conducting surveys with the participation of athletes adhered to the Helsinki Declaration of 2000, directive № 86/609 of the European Society on the participation of people in biomedical researches.

*Organization of a research.* In vitro athletes performed work in two modes “A” and “B”. The modified stationary bicycle “Monark” was used. Athletes performed work identical in volume, but different in the modes of passing a distance. The work in the mode “A” tended to increase in speed of pedalling to the middle of a distance and its step-by-step decrease by the end of the work. The work in the mode “B” had opposite direction – a pedalling speed decrease to the middle of a distance and increase it by the end.

It was applied a complex method to carrying out biomechanical researches [25, 26]. Dynamics of kinematic and dynamic characteristics of horizontal and vertical efforts of the athlete was analyzed. The features of bioelectric activity were also analyzed: quadriceps femoris and biceps femoris muscles of the thigh; calf muscles and tibialis anterior muscle of the right leg. It was defined: amplitude and oscillation frequency of biopotentials; rhythm structure of bioelectric activity; the integrated bioelectric activity of muscles. Indicators of efficiency and profitability of physical activity were calculated. The variability of the researched characteristics of motor actions was defined.

**Statistic analysis.** In processing the experimental data we defined average values of indicators and their errors (X±m), a level of distinction of averages and reliability of distinctions (t, p), set value of dispersion variant around average (σ, CV), defined a correlation level between the researched indicators (r).

**Results**

The feature of cyclists’ work in the mode “A” is a higher average speed of passing a competitive distance (in comparison with the mode “B”). The distinction of speeds was 7.5%. Work in the mode “A” is characterized by increase in pedalling speed by the end of the first half of a distance (fig. 1, in comparison with an initial part) for 5%; decrease in the speed of pedalling by the time of end of the 3rd km; stabilization of pedalling speed on the last kilometer of a distance.

Performance of work in the mode “B” is connected with essential (in comparison with an initial part) decrease by 15% of pedalling speed by the end of the second kilometer of a distance; with stabilization of pedalling rate on 3rd km; essential increase in pedalling rate on the finish (fig. 1). Work in the mode “A” is accompanied by the essential increase (by 15,4%, in comparison with work in the mode “B”) in values of a total impulse of force (tab. 1). The volume of external mechanical work of cyclists was identical. The high efficiency of muscular activity was shown by athletes in the mode “B”. It is occurred due to change of pedalling type. The characteristic feature of pedalling was increased in the relative use of horizontal efforts (forwardstroke).

On the first kilometer of a distance in the mode “A” the total impulse of forces is defined by the value of efforts of downstroke and backstroke (38,7% and 32,7% respectively, tab. 2). On the 2nd km there is a redistribution of a relative impulse force towards essential increase in efforts of forwardstroke (up to 54,6%). At the same time the force impulse of backstroke decreases (up to 2,1%).

It is observed the considerable decrease in a total...
The impulse of force in a pedalling cycle on the second half of a distance in the mode “A”. It occurs due to decrease in force impulse of forwardstroke by 10.6%. On this part of a distance the relative share of efforts of backstroke decreases (up to 23.0%), upstroke (up to 43.4%) and the downstroke (up to 23.0%). It is observed the further decrease in values of a total impulse of forces by the end of a distance. It is caused by the decrease in efforts of upstroke and backstroke (tab. 2).

On the 1st km of a distance in the mode “B” the total forces impulse is significantly less, than in the mode “A”. It is connected with the insignificant use of downstroke and upstroke efforts. At the same time, there is an essential increase in forwardstroke efforts (up to 40.4%). On the 2nd kilometer there is a redistribution of a relative forces impulse towards the decrease in efforts of forwardstroke (up to 40.4%), backstroke (up to 16.9%) and increase in force impulse of downstroke (up to 27.5%) and upstroke (up to 20.8%). At the same time, the total impulse of force in the mode “B” is less in 28.0%, than during the work in the mode “A”.

The total forces impulse during pedalling in the mode “B” considerably increases in the second half of a distance (in comparison with the mode “A”). It is defined by an increase in a force impulse of downstroke (up to 40.4%) and upstroke (up to 31.3%). On a finishing part is observed the decrease in a total force impulse. The impulse value doesn’t depend on the modes of passing a distance. In the work of the mode “B” this decrease is more expressed (tab. 2). It is observed the considerable increase in the value of horizontal efforts in the mode “B”.

In the course of work performance of in various modes, there is a constant redistribution of shares of the relative use of efforts. The average data values of the relative use of forces impulse of downstroke, upstroke and forwardstroke in the mode “A” are equal. The value of backstroke decreases a little. It witnesses about a tendency to “spin” pedalling. It was the reason of more effective work in the mode “A”. The work in the mode “B” is characterized by the emphasis on the use of efforts.
of downstroke and forwardstroke. At the same time values of upstroke and backstroke are decreased a little. It witnesses about a tendency to “impulse” pedalling. It was the reason of more economic work in the mode “B”.

The spatially-temporal characteristics of efforts remain not changed. They don’t depend on the modes of muscular activity.

Distribution of total bioelectric effect of muscles on every part of a distance in various modes is unequally (tab. 3). It is observed the gradual increase and achievement of a maximum of total bioelectric effect in the mode “A”. It is observed the increase in total bioelectric effect to the middle of a distance and the subsequent decrease to the finish in the “B” mode. There is redistribution of the relative bioelectric effect of muscles in the first half of a distance in the mode “A” in a pedalling cycle. It is shown in the increase in activity of biceps femoris (up to 43%) and of the anterior femoral head (up to 27,2%). It is revealed the decrease in the bioelectric effect of calf muscles and tibialis anterior muscle (up to 15,7% and 13,2 % respectively).

It is observed the redistribution of the relative activity of muscles on the third kilometer of a distance in the mode “A”: is watched. The redistribution leads to the increase in the bioelectric effect of a calf muscle (up to 25,4%) and an anterior tibialis muscle (up to 18,9%). At the same time, the bioelectric effect of biceps femoris considerably decreases (up to 28,5%). The increase in the bioelectric effect of biceps femoris is observed on the finish of a distance (up to 38,5%).

It is observed the considerable decrease of the relative activity of anterior head of quadriceps femoris (up to 15,0%) by the end of the first half of a distance (in comparison with the first kilometer) in the mode “B”. Also, there is an increase in the bioelectric effect of anterior tibialis muscle (tab. 3). It is observed the decrease of relative activity of biceps femoris (up to 23,6%) on the third kilometer. It is also observed the increase in this indicator (up to 29,9%) of the calf muscle. By the end of a distance, it is observed: essential increase in activity of biceps femoris; the decrease of the value of the bioelectric activity of calf muscle (up to 18,8%) and anterior tibialis muscle (up to 10,8%). At the same time, the activity of anterior head of quadriceps femoris remains unchanged (throughout the duration of 3/4 distances).

Equal values of total bioelectric effect are reached by redistribution of the relative bioelectric activity value of muscles. The high shiftability of muscles is most characteristic of work in the mode “B”. It should be considered as the demonstration of the expressed coordination reorganizations in the system. The purpose of such reorganization is saving a resultant dynamic component of work. The average value of amplitude and oscillation frequency of biopotentials of the researched muscles remain unchanged.

The work in the mode “A” is less efficient than in the mode “B”. Increase in efficiency of motor actions in the mode “B” is defined by more active involvement in the operation of efforts of downstroke and backstroke. The work in the mode “A” is characterized by the equal distribution of efforts in a pedalling cycle. The possibility of equal making efforts is less favorable type of pedalling.

**Discussion.**

Individual races are divided into two stages. It depends on tasks and the nature of the activity. At the first stage (in the preliminary race) the racer has to pass a distance the most rationally with the planned result. In the subsequent races, it is necessary to create the schedule to ensure win ahead of the opponent.

There are three the most widespread variants of efforts regulation during overcoming 4 km distance by the racer. In the first variant, the athlete passes the most part of a distance with a equal speed. The second variant presupposes moderate fast start, the subsequent decrease of speed and finishing acceleration on the last third of a distance. In the third variant, the racer tries to create a certain stock of time in the first half of a distance. On the

**Table 3.** Dynamics of indicators of bioelectric activity of muscles in a pedalling cycle during passing a 4 km distance, (X±m)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Total bioelectric activity of muscles</th>
<th>Distance, km</th>
<th>Relative bioelectric activity of muscles, (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Anterior head of quadriceps femoris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode «A»</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>23,8</td>
<td>25,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>27,2</td>
<td>43,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>31,2</td>
<td>28,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>19,0</td>
<td>38,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average values of a distance</td>
<td></td>
<td>25,3</td>
<td>33,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode «B»</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>37,7</td>
<td>29,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>22,7</td>
<td>30,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>23,7</td>
<td>23,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>23,2</td>
<td>47,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average values of a distance</td>
<td></td>
<td>26,9</td>
<td>32,7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
second half of a distance, the athlete keeps the speed which decreases a little. In practice there is the fourth variant of passing a distance: it is irregular work. But it is rarely applicable. It is connected with numerous oscillations of speed which lead to decrease in the result.

The considerable impact on the choice of the variant is exerted by the weather conditions, track covering; position a track in relation to sea level; readiness of the racer; knowledge of the own opportunities; detailed data about the opponent [27, 28]. The most effective is rather equal distribution of efforts in a distance. It serves as a positive factor for the achievement of the good result [4]. Equal schedules should be applied in preliminary races under conditions of insufficient preparation. Equal schedules should be applied by racers with excellent endurance, but insufficient high-speed qualities [29]. There are no absolutely equal schedules of passing a distance. Throughout a distance, the athlete periodically gets to various conditions of physical laws, centrifugal and centripetal forces [30]. It influences on the athlete’s speed and intensity of work.

Recently the strongest athletes began to win in the World Cups and Olympic Games due to use of the second and third variants of schedules of passing a distance [5]. It has formed the basis for the choice as models the specified modes.

The highly-qualified cyclists have a variable distribution of efforts in the pursuit race. It is defined by specific features. Our data will be agreed with results of researches of other authors. Authors clarified that the beginning of a distance practically doesn’t influence on the final result in 4 km individual pursuit race [4, 5, 31].

The highly-qualified athletes aren’t able to keep identical motor characteristics during the whole time of passing a distance. The various researches observed different distinction of power types of pedalling [32-34]. Authors specify that work in an impulse mode promotes more efficient power consumption. It is necessary to In practice by a natural method to calculate average between “spin” and “impulse” type of pedalling [34].

The important point in the distribution of muscular efforts at the specific moment of passing a distance is the ability of athletes to correlate sporting technique to the functional capabilities of an organism.

The scientists determined [16, 17] that highly-qualified cyclists speed in the period of exhaustion is supported preferentially due to compensatory changes in contractions activities of muscles.

In the period of the strong exhaustion, athletes keep pedalling speed due to increase of efforts of working muscles [35]. It is one of the factors which define efficiency of motor actions [1, 20, 16, 17]. However, Ragimov RM [36] revealed that work with shifting is less effective. Pedalling with the considerable amplitude of shifting is less productive [34]. The more the intensity of oscillation amplitude increases in different options of variable work, the fewer time examinees are capable to stand it.

Conclusions

1. Received data should be considered as demonstration of specific features of passing a distance in the competitive modes.

2. The tactical variant of the competitive program creation is defined by a personal functional status.

3. The mode “B” is physiologically more favorable. The mode “B” should be considered as a model of passing a distance in preliminary races of personal pursuit.

4. The work in the mode “A” requires the limit mobilization of organism functions. The work in the mode “A” is more effective in the achievement of the sporting result. The work in the mode “A” can be used only once in the final race of competitions.
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